
CPower’s New 
Look, Tone, and Feel



CPower seeks to establish it self as a modern, intelligent 

company whose mission is to help its customers achieve 

success through energy management.  

In this presentation, we’re going to explore how the Look, Tone, 

and Feel of our messaging will do just that.  

Everything we’re going to examine in this report has a strategic 

purpose- a reason for being. 

The “Look” is what we see.  

The “Tone” is what we read and hear. 

The “Feel” is the effect we realize from the blending of all 

elements. 

Let’s begin by exploring the fundamental visual element of 

CPower: the evolved logo.  

From there, we’ll broaden our scope and examine how Look and 

Tone combine to form an over-arching consistent Feel. 



a story of trust and support  
This graphic element is more than just a new design and a pleasing 

color palette.  It depicts a philosophy.  A philosophy of mutual 

benefit and collaboration.  

The raised grid floats above the main grid, representing how, with 

help from CPower, our customers are able to rise to the challenge 

of curtailing their energy use to help balance the grid. Through 

curtailment, our customers streamline usage, offset their energy 

costs, realize earnings and reach their energy management goals. 

Where the squares of both grids intersect a third color emerges, 

representing the impact of the collaborative relationship between 

CPower and our customers.  When we direct our knowledge and 

skills toward our customers’ needs and goals, it forms a bond of 

trust that can support tremendous achievement.   

At the base of this element is CPower—stable and dependable. 

Every day we strive to help our customers successfully manage 

their energy usage, which in turn preserves the environment and 

improves our communities.  We never forget that our work at 

CPower serves this greater purpose—our noble cause—and is the 

basis for all we do.

The CPower Logo:  



The Grid is the vital network 

we protect with the energy 

solutions we provide.  

Our Customers rise to the challenge 

of helping the grid by curtailing their 

energy loads.

The Collaboration between CPower 

and our customers forms a bond of 

trust and dependability to help the 

grid in times of need. 

CPower is the rock that supports the 

whole. Our company is at the base of 

the entire system. Our work helps 

customers, improves our community, 

and protects the grid.   

The CPower Logo is truly a visual metaphor for our noble cause.  



The B&W style photography shows large, modern industrial spaces.  

The person is small. The world is big. This is the struggle we all  

share in business. We’ll never be bigger than the world, yet we  

strive to achieve and make it better.  

CPower’s noble cause is conveyed each time we place our logo  

atop a photograph.  

Photography

The effect we’re aiming for is the polar  opposite of the  

selfie-driven narcissistic world that dominates the web. 

CPower is humble.  

The very nature of this style-elegant, timeless and classy 

differentiates CPower from the competition whose brand 

images are laden with stock photos and plastic smiles. 



Tone

Energy is forever in motion. 

At CPower, we never stop moving in our pursuit to help your 

organization master its energy use and spend. 

We’re an energy management company who’s passionate 

about helping businesses reach their energy goals.  We know 

that there is no stronger resource to achieve those goals than 

the collaborative relationship we share with our customers. 

Demand response is our specialty, and our mission is to 

provide ways for companies to streamline their power usage 

and get paid for relieving grid stress. 

At CPower, we believe that at the heart of successful energy 

management lies the trust between an organization and its 

energy team. 

We love being that team.

We ventured down many roads before arriving at what we 

feel is the proper tone for CPower. 

Our early attempts were factual. While accurate, these 

passages felt stiff and lacked intrigue and personality.  

We then took a turn toward the plainspoken and outright 

friendly approach. Here we began to understand a customer 

centric tone, but one that didn’t inspire the kind of trust or 

expert intelligence we set out to convey.  

There was a brief jaunt into a prideful exploration. Our passion 

really came across, but so did a bit too much confidence.  

Finally we arrived at a smart tone that piques the reader’s 

curiosity with intelligent intrigue. From here we borrowed what 

we liked from each of our past efforts to create a tone that 

incorporates all of the best qualities about CPower; a balanced 

blend of factual and friendly confidence, wrapped in a cozy 

blanket of customer focused intelligence. 

To the right is a sample of a tone that can be used in all CPower 

communication, by all CPower team members.



Website Homepage

(Home page lead in copy) 

“Energy is forever in motion. 

At CPower, we never stop moving in  

our pursuit to help your organization 

master its energy use and spend.  

We believe that at the heart of 

successful energy management  

lies the trust between an organization 

and its energy team. 

We love being that team.”

Now, let’s look at how Look and Tone 

create Feel on a draft of the evolved 

CPower homepage.  

While still only a draft, this page shows 

how we will greet our customers and allow 

them to self-segment as they explore 

CPower’s site.  

Customer Focus is emphasized, but not in 

an insincere or canned way. 

The customer’s needs and concerns are 

addressed right away as CPower begins 

the relationship on a trustworthy foot. 



CPower promises to provide Wisdom.  

We then ensure our customers will receive Knowledge.  

We’ve come to realize what a wonderful opportunity we have to own these “Power Words” 

and use them to guide the customer throughout their journey with CPower.



Content Hub
The CPower Content Hub is a major channel 

through which our customers will receive the 

wisdom we provide.  

Our hub is under development. Our working 

title for the content hub is PowerWise.  

This is what we’ve promised our customers: 

wisdom. 

  

Now here it is, brought to you by the CPower 

experts.



PowerWise Post
Here is an example of a CPower 

PowerWise post in the context of an 

elegant, clean, user-friendly interface.  

A hallmark of CPower’ Wisdom is that it is 

highly searchable and puts expert 

information at the customer’s finger tips 



Landing page
It’s not an accident that CPower team 

members are always depicted in color.  

We want our team members to stand 

out and believe customers need to see 

who they will be trusting.  

By comparison, our major competitors 

are, in many cases, positioning 

superior software and technology as 

the primary value differentiators for 

their companies. 

Elite algorithms and state of the art 

metering devices are fine, until you 

need a complicated question 

answered. 

Personal attention fuels the heart and 

soul of CPower Guidance.   



Print Brochure
The CPower story comes alive in print  

materials that can be exchanged from  

sales person to customer at meetings  

and trade shows.  



Email
Emails announcing official news with a specific 

call to action can be branded with CPower’s 

evolved Look, Tone, and Feel. 



Survey invite email



Facebook (desktop)



CPOWER - FERC has something 
to say about DR this summer. 
Check out our latest market update 
http://www.cpowerat cpowercorp.com

Twitter (mobile)



LinkedIn post



Power Point Template
The following two pages show how 

CPower’s new look can be realized in  

a simple Power Point environment. 



Power Point Presentation 
Subject Goes Here



Title Text

Paragraph copy could look this this. It would be 

followed by artwork or bullet points or nothing at all. 

• Bullet points look like this 

• Bullet points look like this



All team members will receive their very 

own set of Chris Cantone business cards. 

Dreams really do come true.  

This is proof.  

*CFO Michael Mele’s set will be autographed and feature a picture.

Business Cards





Brand Standards Guide

In many cases, CPower team members will be 

empowered to use the CPower logo in their official 

communications.  

The following pages offer a brief introduction to 

the guidelines for using CPower’s logo so that it 

maintains its fundamental design standards. 



Logo Variations

The Logo.  
This is the version 
you’ll use most 
of the time.

The Mark 
Great for use  
in all social media.

Horizontal Logo. 
This is a version 
to be used sparingly.  



Color Palette and Fonts

The fonts will be distributed across the company, and be made available to all team members 

for use in any customer facing document, power point or other marketing materials. 




